Quantum phase transitions are usually classified into discrete universality classes that typically only depend on symmetries and spatial dimensionalities. In this Letter, we demonstrate an opportunity to continuously vary the critical exponents or universalities by tuning experimental parameters in a given physical system. Particularly, we show that critical exponents in long-range spin systems simulated in ion traps can be easily tuned with laser detuning. We suggest that such experiments also effectively simulate some aspects of critical phenomena in conventional spin systems but in artificial non-integer spatial dimensions.
Quantum phase transitions are usually classified into discrete universality classes that typically only depend on symmetries and spatial dimensionalities. In this Letter, we demonstrate an opportunity to continuously vary the critical exponents or universalities by tuning experimental parameters in a given physical system. Particularly, we show that critical exponents in long-range spin systems simulated in ion traps can be easily tuned with laser detuning. We suggest that such experiments also effectively simulate some aspects of critical phenomena in conventional spin systems but in artificial non-integer spatial dimensions.
Interacting quantum states including the critical ones have long been a fascinating subject. Various quantum systems with controllable parameters have been used to simulate quantum many-body phenomena in strongly interacting regime, especially quantum phase transitions in condensed matter physics. Neutral atoms in optical lattices have been applied to demonstrate phase transitions in Bose-Hubbard model [1, 2] and quantum spin models [3, 4] . In the neutral atom based simulations of quantum phase transitions, the interactions are fine-tuned to a certain strength to investigate quantum criticality. These simulated quantum critical phenomena usually belong to a particular universality class characterized by a unique set of discrete critical exponents [5] . As universality classes typically only depend on symmetries of interactions and spatial dimensions, they are independent of various parameters in the quantum systems used to study these phenomena. Specifically for atoms in optical lattices [6] , critical exponents are expected to take discrete values, as a remarkable consequence of universalities.
On the other hand, Coulomb interactions in ion traps lead to an excellent platform for quantum simulations of long-range spin models [7, 8] . By coupling internal states of ions to collective vibrational modes with state-dependent optical forces, one can achieve variablerange interactions in quantum spin models [9] [10] [11] [12] . The spin-spin interactions can be empirically approximated as power law with decay power σ controlled by laser detuning ∆. This experimental platform has been applied to various quantum simulations [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Here, we propose a scheme to continuously tune the critical exponents in a spin model simulated in ion traps, thanks to the dependence of decay power σ on detuning ∆. We also theoretically compute the critical exponents as a function of detuning ∆.
The tunability of decay power σ, and hence the critical exponents, allows access to different universality classes in the same physical system. In the following, we focus on the long-range ferromagnetic XXZ model with an external magnetic field.
The Hamiltonian of d-dimensional spin-S ferromagnetic XXZ model is given by
where S α i , α = X, Y, Z, are the spin operators at the ith lattice site, J ij = J 0 /r σ ij , r ij = |r i − r j |/R 0 is the distance between two spins measured in lattice constant R 0 , and h is the external magnetic field. The reduced Planck constant is set to unity.
We first find the phase diagram ( Fig. 1 ) for σ > d where thermodynamics is well-defined. For 0 < λ < 1, there exists a critical magnetic field h c and three distinct quantum phases. When h > |h c | or h < −|h c |, all the spins are fully polarized along or against the Z-direction, respectively; when −|h c | < h < |h c |, the spins are ferromagnetically ordered, spontaneously breaking the SO(2) symmetry in the XY-plane [18] [19] [20] [21] . The phase transition between the XY ferromagnetic (FM) phase and the fully polarized phases is continuous. For λ > 1, the FM phase is absent and the phase transition between the two fully polarized phases is first order.
In particular, one can simulate the one-dimensional (1d) spin-1/2 model in Eq. (1) using trapped ions [9, 11] . Ions each of mass M are confined in a linear Paul trap and addressed with global non-copropagating Raman beams that form a beatnote with wavevector δk along the longitudinal direction of the ion chain. The trapping frequencies satisfy ω x = ω y ω z so that the ions align along the z-direction. To simplify the picture, we map the Raman scheme to an effective two-level system with energy splitting ω, corresponding to spin-1/2 states. Coulomb repulsions between ions result in collective phonon modes. To generate ferromagnetic interactions, a pair of in-phase off-resonant laser beams (beatnotes) with detunings ±∆ and each of Rabi frequency Ω/2 couple the internal ion states with longitudinal phonon modes, resulting in interactions analogous to the Mølmer-Sørensen gate [22] . Another resonant beam with Rabi frequency Ω + Ω h and relative phase θ generates an effective magnetic field.
In the Lamb-Dicke regime and rotating wave approximation (RWA), the effective Hamiltonian in the interaction picture with respect to the bare atomic states and longitudinal phonons is of the Ising type [11] 
where σ α i are the Pauli operators of the ith ion. The effective spin-spin interactions can be approximated as power law when ∆ < ω z [9, 11, 12] ,
Here f i,l is the normal mode transformation matrix, and ω l is the frequency of the lth longitudinal phonon mode. The RWA requires
are the Lamb-Dicke parameters. σ can be continuously varied between 0 and 3 with laser detuning ∆ [11, 12] . To generate XXZ interactions, we move to another interaction picture with respect to [23, 24] . In the RWA, where J eff 0 Ω , we find the effective Hamiltonian in the rotated basis σ
Comparing this with Eq.
(1), we have J ij = 2J eff ij cos 2 θ, h = 2Ω h and λ = 2 tan 2 θ. Below we demonstrate that this experimental scheme can be used to measure the continuously varying critical exponents controlled by laser detuning. Near the critical field, the Z-component magnetization in the FM phase can be shown to have the scaling form
Here behaviors. For the long-range model under consideration, the mean-field physics becomes relevant even in 1d because of the dependence of σ on the laser detuning. See more discussions after Eq. (7) as well as in Fig. 1 .
We illustrate σ, β Z and D as functions of laser detuning ∆ in Fig. 1 using 10 ions confined in a linear Paul trap. The ions can be approximated to be equidistant. We define the dimensionless detuning from the centerof-mass phonon frequency ω z as∆ = (ω
is the characteristic strength of Coulomb interactions. σ varies continuously between 0 and 3 with dimensionless detuning∆. As a result, the critical exponent β Z also varies continuously with∆.
Furthermore, one can study the non-equilibrium quantum spin dynamics when the external magnetic field is quenched across the critical line as h(t) = h 0 −υt p , υ > 0. This quench effectively simulates the Kibble-Zurek mechanism of topological defect creation in ion traps [26, 27] . XY ferromagnetic domains are expected to emerge in this process with characteristic length scale L * ∼ υ −ν/(zνp+1) [28] . Here z is the dynamical critical exponent [5] and ν is the critical exponent of correlation length ξ defined by ξ ∼ |h − h c | −ν . In our model, ν = 1/φ and z = φ (see below). One can experimentally observe the scaling of domain wall density ρ ∼ υ ζ during the quench process, where ζ = d/[φ(p + 1)]. The scaling exponent ζ also continuously depends on laser detuning ∆ (Fig. 2) .
To experimentally observe the continuously tunable critical exponents, one can start with h 0 > |h c | and ini- tialize all the spins along the magnetic field (see Fig.2 ). For each given detuning, one ramps down the magnetic field (adiabatically for β Z and non-adiabatically for ζ). Noticing that the effective Hamiltonian is in the second interaction picture, one needs to follow the procedures described in Ref. [24] to measure the magnetization.
It is experimentally beneficial to couple the internal ion states with transverse phonon modes [11] , where the power-law interactions can be realized for ∆ > ω x (ω y ); however, these interactions are antiferromagnetic. In adiabatic simulations, one can use the antiferromagnetic Hamiltonian H AFM = −H FM to study ferromagnetic models by following the highest excited state of H AFM , effectively flipping the sign of the Hamiltonian [11] . For a large number of ions in the linear Paul trap, the equidistance approximation is no longer valid, and the nearestneighbor spin-spin interactions become inhomogeneous. As a result, the critical magnetic field varies from site to site. Fortunately, linear Paul traps can be modified to achieve equidistant ion chains [29] .
Although we have focused on linear ion traps, the general scaling analysis of the long-range spin model applies to arbitrary values of σ and d for σ > d. However, for d ≥ 2, we always have φ ≤ d, and β Z = 1 is fixed at the mean-field value while scaling exponents such as ν, z and ζ are still tunable.
At last, we compute the critical exponents of the longrange XXZ model. The key idea is to reformulate the original model in a particle representation of interacting spins. We employ Holstein-Primakoff transformation to map the long-range ferromagnetic spin system to an interacting Bose gas of magnons [25, 30] . Unlike the shortrange spin models where low-energy magnons display approximate Galilean invariance, the long-range spin-spin interactions introduce long-range hopping of magnons, which can break the Galilean invariance even in the limit of k → 0 [30] . Consequently, the magnon dispersion is anomalous with E k ∼ k φ [see Eq. (6)]. This takes into account the most important aspect of the long-rang interactions in the original spin model. Furthermore, long-range interactions between magnons are strongly renormalized to effective short-range ones, a limit we focus on below [31] . Let a † k (a k ) be the creation (annihilation) operator of magnons with momentum k. Near the critical point, where the average number of magnons per site is much less than 2S, one finds an effective particle representation of the long-range XXZ model in d-dimensional hypercubic lattice [31] , (6) where we rescale the Hamiltonian such that
, h c and h are the rescaled critical and external magnetic fields, V is the volume of the system and g 2 = h c R d 0 /S is the rescaled two-body interaction constant. For 0 < λ < 1, the magnon interactions are repulsive with g 2 > 0. n is the magnon density. In this representation, the average number of magnons per site nR d 0 is equal to S − m z defined in Eq. (5). We compute the critical exponent β Z by studying the density of the interacting magnons in the presence of external field h. As the phase transition is continuous, the magnon density increases from zero to a small finite value when h decreases from the critical field h c (Fig.  2) . We first obtain the critical exponent β Z by applying scaling analysis supplemented with renormalization group (RG) equations. Based on the general dimensional analysis, we can express the magnon density as a function of dimensionless coupling constantg(Λ) andμ(Λ) via n = Λ d f (g,μ). Here Λ is the momentum cutoff, f is a scaling function,g(Λ) = g 2 (Λ)Λ − ,μ(Λ) = µ(Λ)Λ −φ , and = φ − d. The scaling behaviors ofg(b) andμ(b) under scale transformation Λ → Λe b can be obtained via RG equations, a general approach to critical phenomena [32] [33] [34] [35] . Following the standard calculations, we derive the following RG equations
forμ 1, where
The righthand-sides of Eq. (7) are the standard β-functions. Note that for short-range models φ = 2, so = 2 − d is an integer that only depends on the spatial dimension and cannot be varied continuously. Therefore, all the scaling properties determined by the β-function, i.e. the critical exponents, are discrete. However, for the ion-trap system under consideration both φ(∆) and = φ(∆) − d can be continuously tuned by laser detuning ∆, as discussed before. This makes ion traps a very unique experimental platform for studying critical phenomena. For instance, as is generically a continuous variable in the long-range spin model, the RG flows ofg(b) (Fig. 3) effectively illustrate the corresponding scaling behaviors of conventional short-range spin models but in artificial non-integer dimensions. Flows of (g(b),μ(b)) generated by the scale transformations visually represent the solutions to Eq. (7) and are numerically plotted in Fig. 3 for different decay powers σ(∆).
Scale invariant fixed points under scale transformations are represented by the zeros of the β-functions and play pivotal roles in quantum critical phenomena. RG flows near the fixed points dictate the scaling behaviors ofg andμ, and hence β Z (Fig. 3) . As in the standard Wilson theory of critical phenomena [32] , only the infrared stable fixed points along the direction ofg are relevant to the critical phenomena driven by external field h. The infrared unstable fixed points are only relevant for the physics far away from the critical regime, which we shall not elaborate here.
For < 0 or φ(∆) < d, the only (non-negative) fixed point is the non-interacting fixed pointg * = 0, which is infrared stable along the axis ofμ = 0 as shown in Fig.  3 . The dilute magnons are weakly interacting near the critical line, and the phase transition can be described by mean-field theory with β Z = 1, independent of φ or laser detuning ∆. For this reason, we focus on the regime > 0 or φ(∆) > d, where the scaling behaviors strongly depend on φ and hence the laser detuning. In this regime, the RG equations yield, in addition to the infrared unstable fixed pointg * = 0, an infrared stable fixed pointg * 
where δg is the deviation ofg(Λ) fromg * c . δge b becomes vanishingly small in the long wavelength limit as b → −∞. Since n is independent of the momentum cutoff, or e b , we can setμe −φb to be a small constant or simply to obtain the scaling relation [36] ,
This yields β Z = d/φ in the spin model [37] . The prefactor f (g * c , ) can be computed quantitatively using the expansion when is small. Evaluating f , or equivalently D(σ, d) in Eq. (5), is equivalent to computing the full equation of state of dilute interacting magnons further taking into account the condensation of magnons. We employ a more sophisticated loop expansion technique recently developed for strongly interacting Bose gases by Jiang et al. [30, 38] . We separate the condensed magnons by writing a
) and treat the density of the condensed magnons n 0 as an external classical field. We compute the effective potential of the condensate Φ(µ, n 0 ) diagrammatically and find the equation of state from the minimization condition ∂Φ(µ, n 0 )/∂n 0 = 0, and n = −∂Φ(µ, n 0 )/∂µ. The potential Φ can be organized in terms of the number of loops involved. Contributions of diagrams with L = 2, 3, ... loops are suppressed by a factor of L for small . To the lowest order of , we have Φ(µ, n 0 ) = (1/2)n 2 0 g(2µ, 0) − µn 0 , µ = n 0 g(2µ, 0), and n = (1 + O( ))n 0 , where g(ω + 2µ, k) is the T -matrix of two-body scattering with total frequency ω and momentum k, and g(2µ, 0) ≈ K d (2µ) /φ . Therefore, we find the equation of state in the lowest order approximation n = (2 /φ K d ) −1 µ d/φ . Comparing with Eq. (5), one finds that D(σ, d) ∼ −1 when is small [17] . Detailed dependence of D on dimensionless detuning∆ is plotted in Fig. 1 . This approach is fully controllable especially for small . Note that because of the condensate, the U (1) symmetry [SO (2) symmetry in the XXZ model (see FM phase in Fig. 1) ] is broken spontaneously even in 1d, a characteristic of long-range spinspin interactions. However, near σ = 3 or in the shortrange model, we expect the symmetry breaking state of FM phase to be replaced by a state with quasi-long-range order. The phase diagram at h = 0 was studied in Refs. [19] [20] [21] .
In addition, we find that |h c − h| ∼ µ ∼ ξ −φ , so ν = 1/φ. Considering that E k = 1 2 k φ + h − h c above the critical line in Fig. 1 , we directly observe the dynamical critical exponent z = φ. Below the critical line, by diagonalizing the quadratic terms using Bogoliubov transformation after separating the condensed magnons in Eq. (6), we have ω k ∼ (h c − h ) 1/2 k φ/2 in the small k limit. The characteristic time scale at the wavelength of ξ = (h c − h ) −1/φ is again given by ξ −φ , hence z = φ. In this Letter, we have proposed an experimental scheme to achieve continuously tunable critical exponents using trapped ions. This experimental platform can be used to engineer quantum phase transitions of desired universality classes and study critical phenomena not easily accessible in conventional quantum systems.
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